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Misuse of Drugs Act 1971
1971 CHAPTER 38

Powers of Secretary of State for preventing misuse of controlled drugs

17 Power to obtain information from doctors, pharmacists etc. in certain
circumstances.

(1) If it appears to the Secretary of State that there exists in any area in Great Britain
a social problem caused by the extensive misuse of dangerous or otherwise harmful
drugs in that area, he may by notice in writing served on any doctor or pharmacist
practising in or in the vicinity of that area, or on any person carrying on a retail
pharmacy business within the meaning of the M1Medicines Act 1968 at any premises
situated in or in the vicinity of that area, require him to furnish to the Secretary of
State, with respect to any such drugs specified in the notice and as regards any period
so specified, such particulars as may be so specified relating to the quantities in which
and the number and frequency of the occasions on which those drugs—

(a) in the case of a doctor, were prescribed, administered or supplied by him;
(b) in the case of a pharmacist, were supplied by him; or
(c) in the case of a person carrying on a retail pharmacy business, were supplied in

the course of that business at any premises so situated which may be specified
in the notice.

(2) A notice under this section may require any such particulars to be furnished in such
manner and within such time as may be specified in the notice and, if served on
a pharmacist or person carrying on a retail pharmacy business, may require him to
furnish the names and addresses of doctors on whose prescriptions any dangerous or
otherwise harmful drugs to which the notice relates were supplied, but shall not require
any person to furnish any particulars relating to the identity of any person for or to
whom any such drug has been prescribed, administered or supplied.

(3) A person commits an offence if without reasonable excuse (proof of which shall lie
on him) he fails to comply with any requirement to which he is subject by virtue of
subsection (1) above.
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(4) A person commits an offence if in purported compliance with a requirement imposed
under this section he gives any information which he knows to be false in a material
particular or recklessly gives any information which is so false.

(5) In its application to Northern Ireland this section shall have effect as if for
the references to Great Britain and the Secretary of State there were substituted
respectively references to Northern Ireland and the Ministry of Home Affairs for
Northern Ireland.

Marginal Citations
M1 1968 c. 67.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/ukpga/1968/67
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